Manage and save when it comes to your
fleet’s fuel
Fuel is one of the main operating costs incurred when running a fleet. From as little
as £2 per vehicle, per month, organisations of all sizes can benefit from a reduction
in fuel costs and savings on time spent on fleet administration.

FUEL CARDS

Working with the UK’s largest
single-branded fuel network
Sandicliffe Motor Contracts has joined
forces with BP to bring you the best fuel
card on the market with 3,360 sites
available, including over 70 motorway
stations and 850 ‘A’ road sites. BP is the
largest single branded fuel network in the
UK. Together with their partners, they
make up nearly a third of the UK’s
network. These sites include; over 1,200
BP sites in convenient locations, nearly
950 Texaco sites, around 430 Gulf sites
and 860 Esso sites.
Fixed fuel costs

No transaction fees
Unlike other fuel cards, we do not charge
fees per fuel transaction.
More benefits of using our Fuel Card
• Reduction in dead mileage due to BP’s

•

•

•

With a flat fuel rate set weekly, neither
•
drivers nor the business is penalised for
using the more convenient motorway fuel
•
stations. Customers who utilise Sandicliffe
Motor Contracts’ fuel cards will save 3ppl
on petrol and 4ppl on diesel off the ‘list
•
price’ at all BP fuel stations.

extensive and strategically located
network of sites
Hands-on support from your account
manager and specialist BP customer
service team
Reduction in administration time
through class-leading online tools,
management reports and alerts
Advanced security features including
PIN enabled cards
Improved cash flow via interest-free
credit
Access to BP stores, Nectar rewards
programme and brands
including M&S and Wild Bean Café
Use the BP ‘mobile app’ to find your
nearest fuel station
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FUEL CARDS
Take control of your fuel costs
• Transparency

See every transaction, whether invoiced or
uninvoiced, made with every card. Download
data into Excel or have it emailed to you
• Security

Online Authorisation system and dedicated
support from the BP Fuel Card fraud team
looking for unexpected or irregular behaviour
protects fuel card security at all times
• Protection

Ability to easily block lost or stolen cards online
protecting your business from costly fraud
occurrences
• Alerts

• Fleet Management

Access to management information with the
ability to set up and schedule detailed reports
on areas that can help identify cost reduction
opportunities
• Card Administration

Set each cards functionality, order new and
replacement cards, set and manage your cost
centres
• Recording and Reporting

Innovative mileage capture tool to record,
manage and submit business and private
mileage quickly and securely
• Support

Quickly find out if a card is misused through
email and SMS alerts, based on parameters set
by you

Dedicated customer service team ready to
provide support with any fuel card related
issues.

The best of both worlds!
A Fuel Card with Sandicliffe Motor Contracts means you get all the benefits of working with a large
provider like BP—such as great fuel rates and access to the largest single-branded network in the
country—but with the same level of hands-on support you’d expect from us!
You have the flexibility to manage your own account using the various online tools or look to us for extra
support, as and when you need it.

About Sandicliffe Motor Contracts

Get to know us
better!

As one of the UK’s leading independent contract hire and fleet
management companies, we specialise in delivering a service like
no other.

Visit our website to uncover
the ‘five reasons why we’re the
right choice’. Also, why not
stay in touch on social media?

With over 30 years’ experience, we understand every business is
different and our independence gives us the flexibility to adapt
to an individual company’s specific needs.
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